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Electronic structure of silicon Rydberg series. fI. The (3pns) 'P',
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The electronic structure of the (3s 3pns) 'P', 'P' and (3s 3pnd) 'P', 'P' Rydberg series of the silicon
atom is investigated by configuration interaction (CI) calculations of various levels. For example, the
calculated energies relative to the ionized state (3s '3p) P' for the first five members of the (3s '3pnd)'P'
Rydberg series by the largest CI calculation in the present work are —1.91, —1.17, —0.75, —0.50, and
—0.35 eV and the experimental ones are —1.91 —1.15, —0.74, —0.50, and —0.36 eV. The (3pnd)'P'
series is strongly perturbed by (3s3p ')'P', and the perturber (3s3p ')'P' is almost completely smeared out
over the series. The (3pns)'P' and (3pnd)'P' series are found to perturb each other.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two types of Rydberg series, i.e. , pure and per-
turbed, are known. The latter is further classified
into two types, i.e., weakly and strongly perturbed
series. ' In aprevious paper, ' called Paper I in the
following, the (Ss'Spnd) 'F', 'F', 'D', and'O' Ryd-
berg series of the silicon atom have been investigated
by the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) and con-
figuration interaction (CI) calculations of various
levels. It has been shown that the 'E' and 'E'
series are pure Hydberg series, whereas the 'D'
and 'D' series are strongly perturbed by (3sSps) 'D'
and 'O'. The term (SsSps) 'D' not only acts as the
perturber, but is the largest component in the
first member of the 'D' series. On the other hand,
such a strongly mixed state is not found below the
ionized level (SssSp) 'P' in the 'D' series.

In this paper, the 'P' and 'I" Rydberg series,
which also arise from the configuration 3s'3pnd,
are studied. Experimentally, the states which lie
1.91, 1.15, and 0.74 eV below the ionized state
'P'were designated as (SpSd), (Sp4d), and (SP5d)
'P' by Moore, ' and were redesignated as (SpSd),
(SsSp'), and (Sp4d) 'P' by Radziemski and Andrew'
(see Fig. 1). Their designation was based on a
semiempirical three-dimensional CI calculation,
which leads to the result that the lowest and high-
est states are predominantly 3p3d and 3p4d, re-
spectively, but the middle state contains almost
equal amounts of the 3p3d, 3p4d, and 3s3p' con-
figurations (see Ref. 5).

y, (sP) = 0.8l, (SPSd) + 0.54(SsSP') + 0.21(SP4d), (la)

4, ('P) = 0.55(SPSd) —0.60(SsSP') —0.58(SP4d), '(lb)

~If,(sP) =0.19(SpSd) —0.59(SsSps)+0.'l9(Sp4d) (lc)
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FIG. 1. Experimental designations for the silicon
(3s 3Pnd)35'0 and (3s23Pes) P Rydberg series. Moore:
see Ref. 3. The symbols RA, BS, and BTTG indicate
Radziemski and Andrew (Ref. 4), Bashkin and Stoner
(Ref. 9), Brown, Tilford, Tousey, and Ginter {Ref. 10),
respectively.

Since then, their assignment has been widely ac-
cepted. ' "

Their result, Etl. (1), shows that (SsSPs) 'P' con-
tributes almost equally to the three states and acts
as a series perturber. It is expected that if we add
more Rydberg-like configurations to the calcula-
tion the contribution of the perturber (SsSPs) 'P' in
the first three states will decrease and the term
3s3p' will be smeared out over the series. In this
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paper the designation for the series will be re-
examined from this viewpoint.

The energy levels of the (Spns) 'P' series are
near those of the (3pnd) 'P' series""" (see Fig.
1). It is probable therefore that the two series
perturb each other.

Since the configurations 3s3P', 3pnd, and 3pns
yield 'P', it is interesting to examine whether
(Ss3p') 'P' acts as a series perturber and whether
the series (3pnd) 'P' and (Spns) 'P' perturb each
other.

In view of all this, the present paper is devoted
to the study of the (Spnd) "P' and (Spns) "P'
series by theoretical calculations, where the mag-
netic terms such as spin orbit one are not included
in the Hamiltonian.

In Sec. II, we discuss the energy levels and
characters of the Rydberg series. The effects of
the perturber and the electronic correlation on the

quantum defects are discussed in Sec. III. The
concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. ENERGY LEVELS AND CHARACTER OF THE RYDBERQ
SERIES

A. (3pns) 3P and (3pnd) P series

-In the first stage, four CI calculations are per-
formed. " The configurations employed for the
respective CI's are (a) SssSpns (n =4-13), (b)
3s'Spnd (n =3-13), (c) 3s'3pns+3s'3pmd, and (d)
3s'3pns+3s 3pmd+3s3P'. We call these CI's A,
B, A+B, and A+B+PT. The purpose of making
the A and B calculations is to obtain the energies
of the RHF accuracy. The A+B calculation is per-
formed because the experimental energy levels of
the (3pns) 'P' and (Spnd) 'P' series are close, es-
pecially for the higher levels. The purpose of the
calculation A+B+ PT is to study the effect of the

/

TABLE I. Results of A, B, A+B, and A+B+PT for the 3P' series.

Configurations A: 3pns (n=4-13) ~

B:3Pnd (n=3-13)
A+ B:3pnsg+ 3pmd~ (n=4-13, m=3-13)"
A+B+ PT: 3pnsz+ 3pmd~+ 3s3p (n=4-13, m=3-13)"

State Method

Total energy (a.u.)
(3Pns) 3P' series

A+B A+ B+PT
(3pnd) 3P' series

A+B A+B+ PT

1
2
3
4
5

3s 3p
3s3p

-288.6822
-288.6228
-288.6015
-288.5912
-288.5852
-288.5728

288.5554

-288.6826
-288.6228
-288.6015
-288.5912
-288.5852
-288.5728

-288.6826
-288.6229
-288.6015
-288.5913
-288.58 52
-288.5728

-288.6290
-288.6049
-288.5934
-288.5870
-288.5831
-288.5728
-288.5554

-288.6288
-288.6049
-288.5933
-288.5870
-288.5831
-288.5728

-288.6364
-288.6116
-288.5977
-288.5897
-288.5846
-288.5728

State Method

Relative energy to P' (eV)
(3pns) 3P' series

A+ B A+ B+PT Expt. B
(3pnd) P' series
A+ B A+ B+PT Expt.

1
2
3
4
5

3s 3p
3s3p

-2.977
-1.361
-0.781
-0.503
-0.337

0.0
0.473

-2.988
-1.362
-0.782
-0.503
-0.338

0.0

-2.990
-1.364
-0.782
-0.503
-0.338

0.0

~3 e233
-1.428
-0.811
-0.524
-0.368

0.0

-1.531
-0.875
-0.560
-0.387
-0.282

0.0
0.473

-1.525
-0.874
-0.560
-0.387
-0.282

0.0

-1.731
-1.058
-0.679
-0.461
-0.323

0.0

-1.910
-1.146 '

0.741'
-0.502
-0.364

0.0

~The 1s, 2s, 3s, 2p, and 3p orbitals are fixed to RHF ones for (3s 3p3d) D' {see Paper I).
"The basis sets for 1s, 2s, 3s, 2p, and 3p are the same as those of a. For ns (n=4-13)

and nd (n= 3-13) orbitals, we have employed the optimum orbitals resulting from the A and
B calculations. They are expressed by nsz and ndI3.

'Using nine s, eight P, and eight Sd STO's (/9s, 8P, 8d)) given in Paper I, we have made a
BHF calculation for (3s 3p3d) 3P'. The resulted energy is -288.6290 a.u. This agrees with
the result of the lowest solution of the B calculation.

dThe total energy for (3s3p3) P by the present basis is higher than the RHF result by 0.67
eV (RHF: —288.5799 a.u.). The basis of RHF is (9s, 8p) given in Paper I.

'See Ref. 9.
' See Ref. 10.
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TABLE II. Wave functions of A+ B+PT for the P'
series

BP4s„:99.47
3 BP5s~. 99.78
5 BP6sg. 99.88
7 BPVsg '. 99.83
9 BP8sg. 99.42

(Bpnd) ~P series
Most important
configuration

Solution and its freight

0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.47
0.15
0.05
0.11
0.51

0.06
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.07

Z'sp d, ' Q spns„sssp'

2

6
8

10

BPBdg.' 78.13
BP4dg'. 58.20
BP5d~: 46.74
3$6dg. 43.38
3$7d~. 50.29

7.09
27.35
44.87
51.39
46.42

0.27
0.06
0.05
0.14
0.56

14.51
14.39
8.35
4.59
2.73

~See Table g.
b The symbol+ indicates that the summation over n

is performed except for the most important configura-
tion given in the second column.

Weight of configurations Pp)

{Bpns) 3P' series
Most important
configuration

Solution and its weight Z Spns~ Z Spnd~ Sssp

most a pure one.
For the (Spnd)'P' series, the 8 calculation leads

to poor agreement with experiment. The A+B cal-
culation gives nearly the same results as the &
calculation, whereas considerable improvement
is obtained by A+8+ PT. One finds from Table II
that (SsSP') 'P' mixes with the configurations Spnds
and strongly perturbs the latter. For example, at
the fourth member of the series, the sum of the
Hydberg configurations other than the main one is
over 51%, although the contribution of SsSp' is less
than 5%. Since the matrix elements between the
Rydberg configurations (Spnds) are zero, the mix-
ing arises from the interaction of the Rydberg con-
figurations with Ss3p'. We can expect from the re-
sults given in Tables I and II that 3s3p' strongly
perturbs the rest of the series just as the cases
of the 'D' and 'D' series.

One might wonder why (SsSp') 'P' acts as a per-
turber for (Spnd)'P', but does not for {Bpns) 'P'.
The off-diagonal matrix elements between the per-
turber snd the Rydberg configurations (BPns„) 'P'
and (Spnd s)' P'are given by

PTs 3P&S~ sA &&
j'

x R,,(r, )r', dr, r,'dr, (2a)

term SsSp' on the (Spns) 'P' and (SPn&) 'P' series
The atomic orbitals (AO's) for 1s, 2s, 3s, 2p,

and Sp for these CI calculations are the RHF or-
bitals for (SpSd)'D'. ' For diffuse orbitals, ten
3s and eleven Sd Slater-type orbitals (STO's) are
used in the A and B calculations, respectively,
whereas the optimum orbitals resulting from A and

B, which will be called ns~ and nd~ in the follow-
ing, are employed in the A+B and A+B+PT cal-
culations. The total energies and the energies rel-
ative to /' are given in Ta,ble I together with the
experimental values.

The present basis set is expected to give the
energies close to those of the HHF calculation"
for the first several solutions in the A and B cal-
culations. For example, the lowest energy for
the (Spnd)'P' series, -288.6290 a.u. , by the B
calculation agrees well with the RHF energy (see
footnote c in Table I) and the calculated quantum

defects are nearly constant for the first four solu-
tions (see Sec. III).

For the (Bpns) 'P' series, the calculation A leads
to rather good agreement with experiment. And
the results change only slightly in going to the cal-
culations A+ J3 and A+B+PT. The weights of the
configurations obtained from the A+B+ PT calcu-
lation are given in Table II. The wave functions
of A+B+PT for the series almost entirely consist
of the corresponding 3pns„ones; the series is al-

PT3~~~ ~ iR ~ xl ~R~~ r2

x R~,{r,)+i drir, gr2.

The magriitude of the matrix element depends on
the radial overlap of R,*R„, and R,*R„~ . The3p yes& 3p ngB

R„, 's oscillate in a region where R» takes appre-&sA
ciable values because of the orthogonality to the
2s and 3s orbitals. This makes the radial overlap
small. On the other hand, R„~ 's (n w3) have thendg
first peak in this region" and it makes the radial
overlap large compared with the case of ns„'s.

We recall that the second member of the series,
which lies 1.15 eV below 'I", was designated as
(SsSP') 'P' by Radziemski and Andrew. ' The con-
figuration 3s3p' contributes significantly to the
first and second solutions, but the weight of the
term is not large enough to designate any one of them
as 3s3p'. The weights of the Rydberg configura-
tions amount to 85$c for the two states. The weight
of the Rydberg configuration increa, ses for the
higher solutions.

We note that the present A+B+PT calculation
has the following defect; The term (SsSP') 'P'
calculated by RHF lies 0.19 eV below 'I" whereas
the corresponding diagonal element of the A +B + PT
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TABLE III. Atoynic orbjtals for the P and P Ryd-
berg series.

TABLE IV. Reference configurations and results for
the 3P' series.

s type

P type

d type
f type

1-2sHp( D ) 3-4s„,(P )
3s~1.19 3s 0.79 3s 0.53
3s 0.35 3s 0.23 3s 0.16
3s 0.10 3s 0.069 3s 0.046
2&HF('D') ' 3-4PNQ('P')
3Pb0 71 3P, 0 41 3P0 24

13dNp ( P )
4-7~..('P')

Reference functions 3s 3Pnd (n=3-13)
3s 3Pns (n=4-13)
3s3P'

1245

(3/ms) P series
Relative energy to P' (ey)

Solution Total. energy (a.u. ) CI Expt.

~3s-type STO. "3p type STD.

calculation lies 0.47 eV above 'P'. Thus the
weights of 3s3p' in the A+B+PT wave functions
are probably underestimated. So we have per-
formed a rather extensive CI calculation, where
(3pls, n=4-13)'P' and (3pnd, n=3-13) 'P' as well
as (3s3p') 'P' are treated as the reference func-
tions. The AO's for this CI are given in Table
III. Except for ns orbitals, the AO's are the same
as those of Paper I.

The one- and two-electron excitations of the M-
shell electrons and the Rydberg electron of the
reference functions to the correlating orbitals
(see Paper I for details) are considered. The ex-
cited configuration-state functions (CSF's) are
selected as follows.

(a) The pairwise excitations (nfn'I')- (oka'k')
are considered in order to express the correla-
tion effects between the ion core and an outer
electron and the correlations in (3s3p') 'P'. In
some excitations the angular momentum conser-
vation between the excited and exciting pairs is
imposed.

(b) In order to express the correlation effects

1
3
5
7

10
2P0

-288.7518
-288.6970
-288.6646
-288.6539
-288.6477
-288.6350

-3.178
-1.414
-0.804
-0.514
-0.345

0.0

3 233a
-1.428 ~

-0.811"
-0.524
-0.368 "

0.0

(3pnd) P' series

2

6
8
9
2p0

-288.7053
-288.6779
-288.6625
-288.6536
-288.648 1
-288.6350

-1.913
-1.168
-0.748
-0.504
-0.355

0.0

-1.910
-1.146
-0.741
-0.502
-0.364

0.0

See Ref. 9. See Ref. ]0.

in the ion core of the Rydberg configurations, the
ion core is described by the 18 CSF's.' The Ryd-
berg CSF's thus obtained are expected to cover
the most part of the correlation energy of the ion
core (90'%-94%).' The dimension of the CI calcu-
lation for the 'P' series reaches 1245.

The total energies and the relative energies to'I" are collected in Table IV together with the
experimental values. The relative energies are
also plotted in Fig. 2 together with those of the
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FIG. 2. Relative ener-
gies with respect to Si
Bs~3P)~E", of the silicon
(3s 3Pnd)~' ~ and
(3s 3lns) ' Po Rydberg
series. The symbols
959-CI and 1245-CI indi-
cate the 959- and 1245-
dimensional CI calculations
(see text) for the ~P'and

series, respectively.
The symbols BS and BTTG
indicate Bashkin and Stoner
(Ref. 9) and Brown, Tilford,
Tousey, and Ginter (Ref.
10), respectively. Moore:
see Ref. 3.
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TABLE V. Important configurations and results of NO analysis for the P' series.

(a) Important configurations (%)
(Sos) P series
Solution CSF's p Ss Spns g Sp ns g Ss3p3dns g Spt4pns Q Ss 3pnd

1
3
5
7

10
Ss Sp

(Spnd) 3P' series
Solution CSF 's

92.47
93.44
93.72
92.48
92.72
93.92

2.55
2.65
2.69
2.77
2.64
2.66

p Ss'3pnd Q Sp'nd

2.35
2.51
2.55
2.53
2.53
2.55

0.95
0.44
0.34
0.30
0.30
0.26

0.39
0.17
0.04
0.87
1.13

SsSp'" QSs'Sp sQ'SsSpSdnd' g Sssd'np

2

6
8
9
Ss sp

71.59
72.85
82.13
86.74
88.59
93.92

2.66
2.35
2.40
2.48
2.52
2.66

1.40
1.92
2.28
2.40
2.44
2.55

0.78
0.59
0.36
0.21
0.15

21.65
21.07
11.82
6.20
4.17

0.21
0.12
0.06
1.00
1.16

{b) Occupation numbers for each NO
(Ss Spns) 3P' series
Solution, designation NO s s

1 Sp4s
3 Sp5s
5: 3p6s
7 ' SpVs

10:Sp8s
Ss Sp

(3s Spnd) P' series
Solution, designation NO

1.900
1.905
1.906
1.905
1.906
1.907

1.058
1.055
1,054
1.056
1.054
1.053

0.984
0,995
0.998
0.989
0.987
0.002

6.730
14.682
25.816
41.678
66.410
2.630

2 Sp3d
4: Sp4d
6: Sp5d
8: SP6d
9: SPVd
Ss Sp

1.692
1.702
1.792
1.847
1.866
1.907

1.476
1.456
1.274
1.167
1.130
1.053

D.V75
0.778
0.875
0.924
0.943
0.032

6.605
14.695
24.833
38.429
55.427
2.364

'The
'The

1.88Vg,
"The

The

symbol~ indicates that the summation over n is performed except for n=3.
contribution from Q SsSp np is also included. The weights of p SsSp np are 1.54%,
1.28%, 0.77%, and 0.549& for the respective solutions.
symbol (~,-) indicates (s"~r~s").
symbol (~s ) indicates (d'

~
r~lId')

'P' series.
For the (Spns)'P' series, one finds that the

agreement between the calculation and experiment
is satisfactory. The first and second parts of
Table V show the important configurations and the
results of natural orbital (NO) analysis. . The s-,
p-, and 4-type NO's with the largest occupation
number are denoted by s', p', and d' and the s-type
NO with the second largest one by s". The occu-
pa, tion number of s ' approaches that of 'P' as the
state becomes higher. The occupation number of
the s" orbitals is around one and they are Hyd-
berg-like orbitals as are expected (see Fig. 3).

The agreement between the calculation and ex-
periment is also satisfactory for the (Spnd) 'P'
series and the error is one order of magnitude
smaller than that by the A+B+PT calculation,
This is mainly due to the inclusion of the corre-
lation effect and is partly due to the improvement
of the description of the perturber Sssp'. The
weight of 3s3p' in each member of the series be-
comes larger. Nevertheless it is not large enough
again to designate any one of them as (SsSp') 'P'.
The sum of the weights of Spnd is Il.6/q-88. 6%
for the first five members of the series. The 4'
NO's have large occupation numbers and they show
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0.$0, (3p4s) s" Np's for (3pns) P series
by l245-CI

O. lp"

(3p3d) d Np s for (3pnd) P series
by l245- CI

O. l 0

I

p.pp 30.00

(3pss)

60.'00 l 20'.00

0.00

(3p7d)

50.00 60.'00 90.00
r (a. u. )

120.00

FIG. 4. d NO's for the (3s BPnd) 2'-'Bydberg series.
r (a. u. )

FIG. 3. s NQ's for the (3s 3Pns) P Rydberg series.

the typical shape of the Rydberg orbitals (see Fig.
4). Thus the designations for the first five
members of the series are (3pnd, n=3-7) 'P'.
The present designation is in accord with that giv-
en by Moore. '

The weight of (3s3p') 'P' does not exceed 22% in

any one of the members of the (3pnd) 'P' series
and the sum of the weights of 3s3p' from 3p3d to
3p7d reaches 64.9%. This indicates that 3s3p' is
to be smeared out over the series. An analogous
case was found by Weiss in the aluminum (3s'nd)
'D Rydberg series. '

B. (3pns) P and(3pnd) P'series

%e have performed five CI calculations. The
first four CI's are A, B, A+B, and A+B+PT
whose configurations are 3pns, 3pnd, 3ppgs+3pmd,
and 3pns+Bpmd+ 3s3p', respectively. The basis
set for the A and B calculations is just as that for
the corresponding calculations in Sec. IIA. For
the A+B and A+B+PT calculations, the core or-
bitals are the same as those of the A and B cal-
culations and the diffuse ones are the ~s„'s and
n&~'s resulting from the A and B calculations for
the 'P' series. The final calculation is an exten-
sive CI one similar to the 1245-dimensional CI

TABI,E VI. Results of A, B, A+B, andA+B+PT for the P series.

Configurations A: 3pns g = 4-13)
3pnd @=3—13)

A +B: 3pnsg+ 3pmdg (n = 4-13, m = 3—13)"
A+B+PT: 3pns&+ 3pmdz+3s3p (n = 4-13, m = 3-13)"

State Method A+B+ PT

Total energy (a.u. )
(3pns) P series

A+B
(3pnd) P series

A. +B A+B+ PT

1
2
3

5
3s 3p
3s 3p

-288.6762
-288.6210
-2S8.6007
-288.5909
-288.5850
-288.5728
-288.3821 ~

-288.6781
—288.6210
-288.6006
-288.5908
—288.5850
—288.5728

-288.6781
-288.6210
-288.6007
-288.5908
-288.5850
-288.5728

-288.6255
—288.6029
-288.5922
-288.5862
-288.5825
-288.5728
-288.3821

-288.6260 .

-288 6031
-288.5923
-288.5862
-288.5825
—288.5728

-288.6263
—288.6034
-288.5925
-288.5863
-288.5827
-288.5728

State Method
Relative energy to P (eV)

Expt. B A+B A+B+ PT Expt.

1
2
3
4
5

3s 3p
3s 3p

-2.814
-1.314
-0.761
-0.493
-0.333

0.0
5.187

-2.866
-1.312
-0.759
-0.491
-0.333

0.0

-2.867
-1.313
-0,760
-0.492
-0.333

0.0

-3.093
-1,372'
-O.781~

-O.5O3'
-O.348'

0.0

-1.436
-0.820
-0.528
-0,365
-0.266

0.0
5.187

-1.448
-0.827
-0.531
-0.366
-0.266

0.0

-1.457
-0.834
—0.536
-0.370
-0.269

0,0

-1.556'
-0.885
—0.574
-o.4o6'
-0.304

0.0

See footnote a in Table I.
"See footnote b in Table I.' The BHF energy for (3s23p3d) ~P' by (9s, 8p, sd) in Paper f is -288.6256 a.u.
s The BHF energy for (3ssp3) tpo by the basis of (ss, 8p) in Paper I is -288.4288 a.u.
'See footnote e in Table I.
~ See footnote f in Table I.
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TABLE VII. Wave function of A+ B~ for the P' series.

Weight of Configurations (%)

(Sos) P' series

'Solution
Most important configurations in

SPns~ 3

pindar

g' Spns„' g'Spnd, '

(SPnd) ~P' series

Sp4s: 97.86
SP5s: 82.26
Sp6s: 82.17
Sp7s: 84.57
SP8s: 91.27

3p'Sd: 1.23
SPSd: 16.09
SP4d: 16.09
SP5d: 13.62
SP6d: 6.67

0,05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.OO

0.86
1.62
1.71
1.79
2.06

2

6
8

10

Sp5s: 15.89
Sp6s: 15.91
3p7s: 13.47
3p8s: 6.56
Sp8s: 1.51

SpSd: 82.20
SP4d: 82.06
SP5d: 84.45
Sp6d: 91.07
Sp7d: 95.20

1.78
1.92
2.00
2.35
3.29

0.13
0.11
0.08
0.0.2
0.00

'See Table VI.
bThe symbo1+ indicates that the summation over n is performed except for the most im-

portant configuration given in the second or third columns.

TABLE VIII. Reference configurations and results
for the ~po series.

Beference functions 3s Spnd fp = 3-13)
Ss Spns (n=4-13)
3sSp

Dimension of CI 959
(Spns) ~P' series

Solution Total energy (a.u.)

Relative energy
to P {eV)

CI Expt.

1
3
5
7
9

2po

(Spnd) ~P0 series
2

6
8

10
2P0

-288.7468
-288.6852
-288.6638
-288.6535
-288.6475
-288.6350

-288.6913
-288.6669
-288.6554
-288.6491
-288.6453
-288.6350

-3.041
-1.364
-0.782
-0.504
-0.339

0.0

—1.532
-0.868
-0.555
-0.384
-0.280

0.0

3 093a
-1.372
-0.781 "
-0.503"
-O.348"

0.0

-1.556 ~

-0.885 ~

-O.574 ~

-0.406 ~

0 304a
0.0

See ref. 9.
"See Ref. 10.

calculation for the 'P' series. The total energies
and the relative energies to 'P' of the first four
CI calculations are collected in Table VI.

For the (Spns) 'P' series, the A, A+6 and
A+B+PT calculations give almost the same re-
sults except for the first state. The agreement
between the calculations and experiment is good.
For the (Spnd) 'P' series, this agreement becomes
a little worse than that of (Spns) 'P'.

The weights of the configurations by the A+ 8
calculation are given in Table VII. The weights
of the most important configuration shows that
Spnds and Sp(n+2)s„perturb each other. A rather
small contribution of Spns„'s in (3pvd) 'P' is prob-
ably caused by the insufficiency of the s-type basis
set. The effects of the mutual perturbation on the
spectra are small as is shown in Table VI.

The weights of Sssp' for the two series are very
small in the A+8+ PT wave functions [(Spns) 'P',
0 2O%-O O0%i (Sp+d) 'P'& 0 05%%uo-0 00%1 an«he
character of the wave functions is essentially the
same as tha, t of the A+B calculation.

The results of the extensive CI calculation are
given in Table VIII and Fig. 2. For (Spns) 'P', the
agreement as for the relative energies to 'P' is
satisfactory: the error is less than 0.009 eV ex--
cept for the first solution.

For (Spnd) 'P', a considerable improvement is
obtained by this CI calculation, but the calculated
term energies are always higher than experimen-
tal valuesby -0.02 eV. The error is mainly caused
by a neglect of the spin-orbit interaction in the
Hami. ltonian which will be discussed in Sec. III.

The character of the wave functions for the ex-
tensive CI calculation for the 'P' series is essen-
tially the same as that for the A+B calculation.

III. QUANTUM DEFECTS

The quantum defect p, and the energy lowering
4E from the ionization limit 'P' are related by

n, E = Ry/(n —p, )'.
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E

~~ I.O-

(3»s) &0--~A
3 0(3pns) P --p.A+8, F A+8+PT

=--- 3pn ) f EXPTL
"~&p»~ F' -"&f245-CZ

3 0
f l245-CL

6
3 0

pnd) P P EXPTL

'(3pnd) P "PA+8+PT

3 0.-F B, F A+B.,(3pnd) P

0.0
I I

-P.0 -1.0
Relative Energy to P (eV)2 0

FIG. 5. Q~»stum defects p
for the (3s 3pns) ~
(3s 3Pnd) P Rydberg series.
The suffixes, A, B, A+B,
andA+ B+PT of p indi-
cate the kind of the CI cal-
culation used to compute p,

(cf. text). The suffixes,
1245-CI and EXPTL indi-
cate the 1245-dimensional
CI calculation and an ex-
perimental value. The mark
x on the abscissa indi-
cates the energy of (3s3p3)
P relative to the ionized
state 2P'.

The calculated and experimental quantum defects
for the 'P' series are given in Fig. 5. The A,
A+B, and A+B+PT calculations give almost the
same results for the (3pns)'P' series.

For the (3pnd)'P' series, the quantum defect ps
is small and slightly increases with n. Reflecting
the existence of the perturber, p,„g p T shows a
considerable increase as the state becomes higher.
The difference between p Exp TL and p „~ pT is still
large. The correlation effects for the (3pnd) 'P'
series are more important than those for the pure
Rydberg series, (3pns) 'P', which is partly due to
the large contribution of 3s3p' in the wave function.
The agreements between p.~L and p.«are ex-
cellent.

The quantum defects for the 'P' series are given
in Fig. 6. The experimental quantum defects for
(3pnd) 'P' are positive, while p,~, p,„.~, and u
p g g p T are negative. The p,959 cg s are positive,
however the error of p959 CI is large for the higher
member of the series compared with the results
for the others. This indicates that the magnetic
terms such as spin orbit interaction are impor-
tant for the (3pnd) 'P' series. In order to estimate
the effect of the magnetic terms, we have per-
formed a three-dimensional CI calculation, which
includes only the spin orbit interaction as the
magnetic term. The configurations employed are
(3pnd) 'P;, (3pnd) 'P;, and (3pnd) 'Df." For the
nonmagnetic part of the diagonal terms, we have

l.0—
O

C
O

0.0

I 0
EXPTL

"+959-CI 5 6
.. .+a

/ A+6, 8'A+B+PT
I 0(3pns) P ---pA

I 0
PA+8, +A+8+PT

EXPTL
I 0

---(3pnd) 'P - --P-SPIN-ORBIT
=-(3pnd) P II 959-CI

-(3pnd) P ---PA+8+PT
':.(3pnd) P ---+AHAB

(3pnd) P HB

0.0-p.o -1.0
Relative Energy to P (eV)

FIG. 6. Quantum defects p
for the (3Pns) ~P'and
(3pnd) P' Rydberg series.
See the legend of Fig. 5. for
the meaning of suffixes of p
except for the suffixes
959-CI and SPIN-ORBIT,
which indicate the 959-
dimensional CI calculation
and the three-dimensional CI
calculation including the spin
orbit interaction, respectively.
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adopted the total energies of 959-CI for 'P', 1245-
CI for 'I" and 838-CI for 'D'which is given in
Paper I. The improvement is considerable as is
shown in Fig. 6.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The (Spn&) "P' and (Spnd) "'P' Rydberg series
of the silicon atom have been investigated by CI
calculations at various levels. The agreement of
the calculated term values by the largest CI in the
present work with experimental ones is excellent
for the (3pns) "P' and (Spnd) 'P' series.

It has been found that the (3pnd) 'P' series is
strongly perturbed by (3sSp') 'P', but the (Spns) 'P'
series is not. The term 3s3p' is almost smeared
out over the (3pnd) 'P' series Thi.s is reflected in
a marked increase in the quantum defect which
approaches a unity for the higher members. Had-
ziemski and Andrew' designated the state which
lies 1.15 eV below the ionized state as 3s3p', but
the present calculation shows that its appropriate

designation should be 3p4d. Thus the designation
given to the series by the present work is in ac-
cord with that given by Moore. '

Making a strong contrast with (Ss3p')'P', the
term (SsSp')'P' does not act as a series per-
turber for both the (Spns) and (3pnd) 'P' series.
The (Spns) 'P' and (3pnd)'P' series perturb one
another. The effects on the spectra are small,
however. It has been found that for the (Spnd) 'P'
series the spin orbit interaction is very important.
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